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Symposium Circular Safe

Hospitals 13 September 

Are you interested in the transition

towards Circular Safe

Hospitals and want to find out

which complex challenges we

face? Or would you like to join our

mission to accelerate the

transition and pitch your project

idea for seed funding? 

Join our symposium

Preventive Health Conference

- Overweight & Obesity

The obesity epidemic is one of the

major public health problems

facing the world today. During

the Preventive Health

conference 23 November in

Utrecht, you get to share insights,

establish new or build upon

valuable connections and

collaborations.  

Read more

Didactics for Continuing

Education

Education for (external)

professionals requires a certain

design and supervision. In order to

support lecturers, the alliance

offers the Modular course

'Didactics for Continuing

Education’ and is free of charge

for participants from the alliance

institutions.

Go to registration deadlines

Hackathon Together towards a

Circulair Hospital

This hackathon during Utrecht

Science Week on 5

October brings together a multi-

and transdisciplinary team to

discuss how and which

sustainability choices at

management level can accelerate

the transition towards circularity in

hospitals.

Read more

Co-shaping future cities 

How to stimulate a healthier living

environment? Several experts

from our Institute 4 Preventive

Health will reflect on this question

in the workshop Co-shaping

future cities: naar een gezonde

leefomgeving, during the Utrecht

Science Week on 3 October. 

Read more

Conference Digital Twins:

Bringing Digital Twins to Life 

This two day conference on 13 &

14 December 2022 marks the

completion of the investment

theme Digital Twins

at Wageningen University &

Research. The further exploration

of Digital Twins in life sciences will

be shared and discussed. 

Read more

Summit on AI and Predictive

Health 27 September 

The programme is almost final and

tickets are going quickly now.

Throughout the summit, live

demonstrations of Ai For Health

technologies will take place with

a.o. the Digital Twin Laboratory

(TU/e) and the Food Tray

Measuring Consumption (WUR).

Read more

07
September

2022

Didactics Registrationdeadline 

Don't forget to register for the modular course

Didactics for Continuing Education in 

Utrecht. 

Register via this link

13
September

2022

Symposium Circular And Safe Hospitals

Please join our symposium and get inspired to

solve challenges in interdisciplinary

collaborations with your alliance colleagues.

Read more

15
September

2022

Lunch, Learn & Connect 

In this Lunch, Learn & Connect our Centre for

Unusual Collaborations will share some of their

key lessons and offer the opportunity to

practice the difficult exercise that is called

‘perspective taking’.

Read more

27
September

2022

Conference AI and Predictive Health

Read on for the latest (keynote) speaker

announcements, break-out sessions,

demonstrations and networking opportunities.

Read more

30
September

2022

Deadline Call Circular Safe Hospitals

This call for project proposals aims to

accelerate research that is geared towards the

circular transition of hospitals and facilitates

and financially supports cross-disciplinary

collaborations between the four institutions.

Read more

03
October

2022

Co-Creation Session Transition Makers

Toolbox

Help create new, and collect existing, high-

quality transition-focused teaching materials,

ranging from learning objectives to test forms.

Read more

05
October

2022

Hackathon Together towards a Circulair

Hospital

In a multi- and transdisciplinary team you will

discuss how and which sustainability choices at

management level can accelerate the transition

towards circularity in hospitals.

Read more

18
October

2022

Student Guidance Exchange Day

The third Student Guidance Exchange Day will

focus on two topics “Community: UU pilot

academic families” and “Inclusion: UU platform

Studying without Limitations”.

Read more
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In this newsletter you can find information on the Preventive Health Call,

the Transition Makers Toolbox and our next Lunch, Learn & Connect

about Perspective Taking. 

Lunch, Learn & Connect: Perspective Taking

Finding research team members with whom to develop unusual

collaborations is not easy, and experience teaches us that it takes time

and effort to build creative, fruitful and joyous interdisciplinary

collaborations. In this online Lunch, Learn & Connect on 15 September

12.30-13.15, we will share some of our key lessons and offer the

opportunity to practice the difficult exercise that is called ‘perspective

taking’.

More information & link to meeting

Call Preventive Health 

This call for project proposals aims to accelerate research focused on

Preventive Health and to facilitate and financially support

interdisciplinary collaborations between the four alliance institutions.

The grants are intended for projects aimed at conducting preliminary

research in order to be able to apply for a larger grant application or for

activities to support the preparation of such a grant application.

Application deadline is 21 October.

Read more

 

 

Transition Makers Toolbox

The Transition makers Toolbox will be a place for teachers to get

informed or inspired, find ready-to-go learning activities and teaching

materials, find the route to a tailored approach and ask for help with

educational development related to shaping societal transitions. We are

looking for teachers who would like to join us on 3 October in developing

this interactive workspace for transition-focused education.

Read more

Student Guidance Exchange Day

The third Student Guidance Exchange Day will be in Utrecht and will

focus on two topics “Community: UU pilot academic families” and

“Inclusion: UU platform Studying without Limitations”. There will be

enough time to connect with each other during 3 organized dates, our

proven method of informal exchange.

Read more

More news

AGENDA

More agenda

CHALLENGING FUTURE GENERATIONS

This is a newsletter of the alliance TU/e, WUR, UU, UMC

Utrecht. 

We are complementary in knowledge and talent, driven to

contribute to societal transitions.
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